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4 Sharing and 
scaling overview

Figure 1. Sharing and scaling your project can increase its impact (Nateepitak, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0)

Taking action is not the last step in a Youth Mayors project. In fact, it can be just the beginning of a longer, exciting 

journey. People will want to know how it went. They will want to hear what you learned and what they can learn 

from you. They will want to know your plans. Share with them!

And if your project worked out well, you can start thinking about making a bigger impact. Scaling a project 

involves taking your action to a larger community. If you started something in your household, consider 

expanding it to your apartment building, your friends, your street or neighborhood, or your school. If you took 

successful action in your school, consider multiplying it to other schools. And if you already worked in an external 

community, consider scaling to the town or city level or connecting with other similar communities in other 

towns or cities.

Stage 4 modules are all about how to share your project with others after taking action and how you can scale 

your project to make a bigger impact. 

Sharing
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Figure 2. There are many reasons to share your projects (Iconstock, CC BY 3.0)
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Sharing your project with others is important for a number of reasons. You may want to share your project in 

order to:

inform the community you worked with about the findings and results of the action;

give advice to others who may face similar problems and needs who are looking for possible solutions;

raise awareness about the project, to look for others who are interested in the same issues and working on 

solving the same problems;

inspire and persuade others to change their mindset or take action of some kind; or

maybe even just to complete requirements for an educational programme.

Even if you experienced some failure in your project, it is important to tell others about it. Your experience can 

hold valuable lessons for others, helping them to leap over your mistakes to push progress forward. In your 

community, being open and transparent about both the successes and failures of interventions can be important 

for building trust and community collaboration moving forward.

There are lots of ways to share your projects, formally and informally, offline and online. It is important to choose 

a method of sharing that considers your purpose and audience. And hopefully you have gathered a lot of 

documentation, so finding material to share should be easy. Module 4(a) will provide some advice.

Scaling
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Figure 3. Your project can soar to new heights with the right scaling strategy (Virginia State Parks, CC BY 2.0)

Scaling in the context of social projects and businesses means making something bigger. This involves making 

changes to your project so that it reaches more people or has a larger impact. Sharing your project and ideas is a 

key part of scaling; without sharing, scaling cannot happen.

But successfully scaling a project requires more than just informing others about it. You need to consider how to 

get more people on board to make the project bigger. This might involve persuading people to give you the 

money or logistical support you need to develop the project further. It might involve inspiring others to make 

change or join you in your efforts. In all cases you need to inspire, persuade and network. Modules 4(b), 4(c) and 

4(d) will help you take the steps needed to scale your project to the next level. Go for it!
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